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ABSTRACT: The mechanism that leads to different fragility values upon approaching the glass transition
remains a topic of active discussion. Many researchers are trying to find an answer in the properties of the
frozen glassy state. Following this approach, we focus here on a previously proposed relationship between
the fragility of glass-formers and their nonergodicity factor, determined by inelastic X-ray scattering (IXS)
in the glass. We extend this molecular liquid study to two model polymers; polystyrene (PS) and polyisobutylene (PIB);for which we change the molecular weight. Polymers offer the opportunity to change the
fragility without altering the chemical structure, just by changing the chain length. Thus, we specifically chose
PS and PIB because they exhibit opposite dependences of fragility with molecular weight. Our analysis for
these two polymers reveals no unique correlation between the fragility and the nonergodicity parameter. Even
after a recently suggested correction for a possible contribution of the β relaxation, the correlation is not
restored. We discuss possible causes for the failure of the “fragility-nonergodicity factor” correlation,
emphasizing the features that are specific to polymers. We speculate that polymers might have specific
contributions to fragility related to the chain connectivity that are absent in nonpolymeric systems.

*To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail: christiane.
alba-simionesco@cea.fr.

field. In many cases it is based on correlations between the
fragility and some other property of the material. It is expected
that these correlations could help in identifying the factors that
govern the sharp slowing down of the structural relaxation and in
disentangling universal from system specific behaviors.
In most of these attempts, the fragility was modified by changing the chemical nature of the liquids. Liquids with different van
der Waals, hydrogen- and covalent-bonded interactions, ionic
liquids, and polymers were compared. However, this approach,
although very useful, often gives rise to large spread of the data
and controversies among authors due to specific behaviors related
to some details of the intermolecular interactions of each liquid.
It becomes therefore interesting to study systems with the fewest
possible chemical differences and manipulate their fragility via
alternative control parameters such as the molecular weight
(chain length) in the case of polymers, or pressure.11-13 Polymers
have significant differences with other glass-forming materials:
while for most of nonpolymeric systems fragility does not go
above ∼100, there are many polymers with mP ∼ 140-150 and
higher.14,15 Consistently, oligomers (short polymer chains) have
fragilities comparable to small molecular van der Waals liquids.
However, with increase in the chain length, the fragility might
increase sharply, or stay almost constant, or even decrease.16
This variation in fragility opens an interesting route for analysis of correlation of mP to other materials properties without altering chemistry and intermolecular interactions of the
material.
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Introduction
The mechanism of the steep rise of the structural relaxation
time τR upon approaching the glass transition temperature Tg
remains a controversial topic. The steepness is usually characterized by the so-called isobaric fragility index, defined as1
!
D logðτR Þ
mP ¼
DTg =T
P

Fragility is usually defined at a constant pressure (mostly at
ambient P) and characterizes the deviation of the temperature
dependence of τR from a simple Arrhenius behavior. The liquids
that exhibit almost Arrhenius temperature dependence are called
“strong” (mP ∼ 20-30), and the liquids with strongly nonArrhenius temperature dependence of τR (mP ∼ 80-150) are
called “fragile”. The classification of liquids according to their
fragility plays a major role in attempts to understand the universal slowing down and the freezing of the structural relaxation
(i.e., the glass formation). Many theoretical approaches have
been proposed to describe the glass transition phenomenon, but
none so far was able to describe consistently all the known
experimental results.2-10 The absence of the winning theoretical
concept leads to the very rich phenomenology developed in the
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The idea to correlate fragility, i.e., how rapid a liquid arrests or
forms a glass when approaching Tg, to some properties of the
glass itself, is based on the assumption that the final frozen state,
i.e., the glass, carries some memory of how the system fell out
of equilibrium. On the basis of striking empirical results, several
attempts have been made to relate specific glass properties such
as the Boson peak,12-17 mean-squared displacement,18 Poisson
ratio,19 broadening of acoustic modes,20 or elastic shear modulus21 to the fragility index mP.
In 2003, Scopigno et al.22 suggested a correlation between the
isobaric fragility index mP measured above Tg and a parameter R,
defined as the slope of the inverse nonergodicity factor fQ
(obtained by inelastic X-ray scattering (IXS) below Tg), versus
temperature T scaled by Tg:
fQ ðTÞ ¼

1
1þR

T
Tg

ð1Þ

They found empirically a proportionality between R and fragility
when comparing about 10 different low-molecular-weight substances: R=(135(10)mP, low R values corresponding to less fragile
systems. This correlation would imply an intimate link between
the vibrational properties, the amplitude of the frozen structural
fluctuations, and the diffusive properties related to the barrier
height that must be overcome in order to achieve the viscous flow.
An extension of this work for polymers was proposed by Buchenau
et al.23 using the long wavelength limit of the nonergodicity factor
(i.e., the isothermal compressibility) to estimate R. In this case, the
correlation with the fragility was not as obvious, and the general
trend was not observed for polymers with high fragility.
In order to extend the investigation of this correlation, some of
the current authors24 have previously reported IXS experiments
in which the fragility was changed by applying pressure. This
study, which included various molecular liquids with very high
fragilities and one polymer, could not confirm the proposed
linear relationship between mP and R, in agreement with earlier
work by Buchenau et al. It was also suggested that a decomposition of the isobaric fragility into two terms, relating to the density
and temperature contributions, should provide a more stringent
test of this correlation, but no satisfactory correlation was found
either in this case.
In the present, we focus on one of the simplest ways to tune
fragility without changing the intermolecular interactions. This is
achieved by studying the effect of chain length variation for two
very different model polymers: polystyrene (PS) and polyisobutylene (PIB). These polymers exhibit an opposite change of
fragility with molecular weight Mw:14,24,25 while the fragility mP
almost doubles with Mw for PS, it slightly decreases for PIB. This
comparison should reveal whether there are indeed some intrinsic
correlations between mP and R. For this reason, a large set of
inelastic X-ray scattering experiments were carried out on these
two systems at various temperatures below Tg. Our analysis
reveals that the proposed correlation fails for both polymers.
Although PS and PIB exhibit different molecular weight dependences of R, none follows the expected behavior with fragility. We
argue that the failure of such a correlation is not related to a
secondary β relaxation, as has been proposed recently in ref 26.
We speculate that many regularities known for small molecules
fail in the case of polymers due to the polymer specific contribution to fragility (e.g., intramolecular degrees of freedom and
energy barriers).
Experimental Section
The weight-averaged molecular weights Mw and polydispersity
indices Ip of the selected samples, and their glass transition
temperatures Tg, obtained by differential scanning calorimetry

Table 1. Characteristics of the Samples
sample

Mw
(g 3 mol-1)

Ip

source

Tg/K

PIB 680
PIB 1190
PIB 3580
PIB 500k
PS 820
PS 5110
PS 16k
PS 97k

680
1190
3580
500000
820
5110
16600
97400

1.06
1.08
1.23
2.5
1.11
1.07
1.05
1.01

Polymer Standard Service
University of Akron16
Polymer Standard Service
Sigma-Aldrich
Scientific Polymer Products
Scientific Polymer Products
Scientific Polymer Products
Scientific Polymer Products

190
196
201
205
283
358
366
373.5

with a heating rate of 10 K min-1, are presented in Table 1. The
products were purchased from various companies as listed and
used as received.
The IXS experiments were performed on ID28 at the ESRF in
Grenoble, France. We used the (11,11,11) reflection of the Si
monochromator and analyzer crystals; the corresponding resolution is fwhm=1.5 meV.27 The integration times were comparable
for all measurements (∼6 h per spectra). The lower molecular
weight polystyrene sample was conditioned in a standard glass
cell with diamond windows. The other PS samples of higher Tg
were prepared in aluminum hollow cylinders opened at both ends
(without any windows). A piece of tantalum was positioned at the
end of the cells in order to reduce the background resulting mainly
from the scattering of the Kapton windows of the cryostat. Hightemperature experiments were performed in a different sample
environment using a furnace.
The PIB samples were measured during earlier high-pressure
experiments in a pressure cell, including at atmospheric pressure.24 A hollow Teflon cylinder, closed at both ends by a Teflon
film, was filled with the polymer. It was then placed in the pressure
cell and surrounded by ethanol. The pressure cell was sealed at
both ends by 1 mm thick diamond windows. The contribution to
the scattering of the empty pressure cell, which is much higher
than for standard cells, was measured in exactly the same conditions and subtracted from the obtained spectra.
The treatment of both data sets was performed using standard
procedures by fitting the dynamic structure factor S(Q,ω) as a
function of the energy ω, using the sum of a delta function δ (ω)
and a damped harmonic oscillator (DHO) function convoluted
with the resolution of the instrument:24,28,29
SðQ, ωÞ ¼
1
Ω2 ΓðQÞ
SðQÞ f ðQÞδðωÞ þ ½1 - f ðQÞ
2
π ðω2 - Ω ðQÞÞ2 þ ω2 Γ2 ðQÞ

!

ð2Þ
Here, S(Q) is the static structure factor, Ω(Q) is the energy of the
longitudinal acoustic-like modes, Γ(Q) is its broadening, and fQ is
the nonergodicity factor. This procedure gives a direct estimate of
the nonergodicity factor for each spectrum at a given wave vector Q. The nonergodicity factors and R values presented in this
paper were all obtained at a wave vector of Q = 2 nm-1, a good
compromise between smaller Q where the Brillouin peaks are
difficult to resolve and higher Q where the dynamical structure
factor starts to be modulated by the static structure factor.30,31

Choice of Sample
PIB and PS exhibit opposite molecular weight dependences for
many of their physical properties. The first important difference
between the two polymers lies in the values of the glass transition
temperatures and especially their sensitivity to the chain length.
It is well-known that Tg always increases with chain length (for
chains with nonfunctionalized ends). Nevertheless, the Tg increase varies from one polymer to another: it is very large for PS
(more than 150 K) but small for PIB (around 20 K), as illustrated
in Figure 1a.
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Figure 1. (a) Dependence of the glass transition temperature Tg on the number of monomers, N, normalized by the value for the longest chain
Tg(N¥) of PS (left y axis and open circles) and PIB (right y axis and open triangles). Values from our DSC experiments and literature data.32-36
(b) N dependence of the isobaric fragility mP for PS and PIB. The fragilities of the two intermediate molecular weights of PIB are deduced from other
works (see text for details). The lines are guides to the eyes. (c) Density F(Tg) estimated at the glass transition temperature of each sample and
normalized by F(Tg(N¥)) of the highest molecular weight sample for comparison.37

While the chain length dependence of Tg follows a general
trend for all polymers, the dependence of the fragility is, on the
contrary, less predictable. It increases for most polymers (sometimes by more than a factor of 2, as in the case for PS); in some
cases it stays constant (e.g., in polydimethylsiloxane, PDMS)
or displays a slight decrease (e.g., in PIB) with chain length.
Figure 1b represents the molecular weight dependence of the
fragility for our systems.
Fragility increases from 60 to 160 with increasing molecular
weight of PS.33,38 In the case of PIB, the fragility decreases slightly
with molecular weight. This trend was recently confirmed by
various experimental techniques.14 However, the absolute values
of fragility and the amplitude of its change are very sensitive to the
experimental technique used, to the time scale chosen for the
definition of Tg, and to the exact chemical nature of the chain ends.
Accordingly, all the PIB data plotted in the figure correspond to
measurements taken at the same relaxation time τR = 100 s. In the
cases of the highest and lowest molecular weight PIB samples, the
measurements were carried out on the same samples as the ones
used for the IXS experiments: the highest Mw sample was studied
with dielectric spectroscopy,39 and the lowest Mw sample was
studied by mechanical measurements.40 The fragilities of the two
other PIB samples were estimated using calorimetric data from
ref 14. These estimates would correspond to mP measured at a
relaxation time of 100 s. We would like to emphasize here that, for
our discussions, we focus only on the trends of the variation in
fragility with chain length and not on the absolute values.

While it is well-known that the density at constant temperature
above Tg increases with molecular weight, the density measured
at Tg, F(Tg(N)), might have different behavior due to the change
of the glass transition temperature with molecular weight. It
appears that F(Tg(N)) also shows opposite molecular weight
dependences in PS and PIB (Figure 1c): the density at Tg of PS
samples slightly decreases (within 1%), while the density of PIB
increases by almost 3% with molecular weight. We emphasize
that the 3% variation is significant when compared to the total
variation of density of ∼5-10% observed upon cooling to Tg at
constant atmospheric pressure. The opposite dependences of
fragility and density in PS and PIB on chain length make them
ideal systems to test correlations between fragility and any other
property.
Results and Analysis
Figures 2 and 3 present the raw IXS spectra for PS and PIB
with different molecular weights, measured at low temperatures
and at the glass transition temperatures, respectively. The spectra
of polyisobutylene exhibit clear variations in the inelastic contribution (Brillouin side lines) with molecular weight over the
entire temperature range. This change corresponds to an almost
20% increase in the speed of sound (determined as Ω/Q obtained
by fitting the results) with molecular weight and is consistent with
earlier low-temperature (100 K) light scattering data (at a 2 orders
of magnitude smaller wave vector).25 Almost no influence of
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Figure 2. Inelastic X-ray scattering spectra measured at 2 nm-1 at low temperature in the glassy state. (a) Polystyrene of different molecular weights:
PS820, PS5110, PS16600 and PS97400 at 80 K, over a restricted range in x on the right. (b) Polyisobutylene of different molecular weight: PIB680,
PIB1100, PIB3580, and PIB500k at 140 K; similar results are found at lower temperature, but fewer samples were measured, over a restricted range in x
on the right. The symbols correspond to experimental data while the lines are fits to the data according to eq 2.

molecular weight is observed for the PS spectra at Tg. There is
only a small difference between the spectra at lower temperature
(80 K). These results are again consistent with the earlier light
scattering data for PS at 80 K,25 where the speed of sound at
low temperatures was found to decrease by less than 10% with
increases in molecular weight.
From the fits of the IXS spectra, one can extract the nonergodicity parameter, fQ, and the temperature dependence of
its inverse value, 1/fQ, in the glassy state. This provides an estimate of the R parameter as defined by Scopigno et al. in ref 22.
The temperature dependences of the inverse nonergodicity
factor for PS and PIB are represented in Figure 4 versus the
absolute temperature (a and c) and versus T/Tg (b and d). These
plots show that the R parameter (defined by equation eq 1)
increases with an increase in molecular weight for PIB, while
it is almost independent of molecular weight (within experimental uncertainty) for the case of PS. We would like to
emphasize that this effect does not come from the normalization by the glass transition temperature: the same trends are
observed in plots of inverse nonergodicity factor versus absolute temperature.
Figure 5 displays the dependence of the R parameter on chain
length for the two polymers. Similarly to the behavior of fragility
and density at Tg, a very different behavior is observed for the
R parameter of the two systems. Moreover, a comparison of
Figure 5 and Figure 1b reveals a strong similarity between the
chain length dependence of the density taken at Tg and of the R
values.

Discussion
We now analyze a possible correlation between the R parameter and the fragility. Figure 6 presents the results for the R
parameter plotted versus the isobaric fragility for the studied
polymers including data points from the literature. The linear
relationship found by Scopigno et al. is shown by the black line.
From our results, it is clear that the correlation between R and mP
fails for the two polymeric systems of different molecular weights,
and we will discuss possible reasons for the failure of this
correlation.
Figure 6 also presents literature data23 for high molecular
weight PIB and PS that disagree with our present work. These
discrepancies could be due to the way in which the different R
values have been obtained. In the case of PIB, R was estimated
in ref 23 from the isothermal compressibility. The latter was
calculated from the static structure factor, S(Q), measured by
small-angle neutron scattering,41 and extrapolated to Q = 0. The
SANS data were measured at very high temperatures (355 K or
higher), i.e., well above the glass transition temperature, in a
regime where the temperature dependence of the nonergodicity
factor follows trends other than those discussed here (it tends
to be less steep). For this reason, calculation of R based on the
nonergodicity factor at T . Tg underestimates its value. Moreover, multiple scattering contribution that may still be present in
the neutron data would also contribute to an underestimation of
R resulting from an overestimation of S(Qf0) compared to IXS
experiment.
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Figure 3. Inelastic X-ray scattering spectra measured at 2 nm-1 at the respective (molecular weight dependent) glass transition temperatures of
each sample. (a) Polystyrene of different molecular weights: PS820, PS5110, PS16600, and PS97400 at 80 K, over a restricted range in x on the right.
(b) Polyisobutylene of different molecular weight: PIB680 and PIB3580, over a restricted range in x on the right. The symbols correspond to
experimental data while the lines are fits to the data according to eq 2.

In the case of PS, the R value given by Buchenau et al.23 is
calculated from compressibility values, estimated from the speed
of sound in the sample, and is higher than our value. Our estimate
of the speed of sound at low temperatures in PS from the IXS data
(around 2750 m 3 s-1) agrees well with earlier low-temperature
light scattering data on the same sample, while the value used in
ref 23, i.e., 2219 m 3 s-1, seems rather low. Moreover, using the
same approach outlined in ref 23, we can estimate the R parameter from our value for the speed of sound Vl, using the equation
R χ ðTg Þ ¼

χBrill ðTg Þ
χT ðTg Þ - χBrill ðTg Þ

with χBrill = 1/FVl2. The value of R obtained from this approach
agrees well with the value estimated from the slope of fQ. Thus,
the difference observed for the PS might be explained by the low
value of the speed of sound used in ref 23. This low value is due
to the chosen high temperature at T = Tg ∼ 375 K and leads to
overestimate the R parameter.
In any case, our results clearly demonstrate a failure of the
suggested correlations between R and mP. We must emphasize
that our studies involve variations of fragility without chemical
modification of the studied samples, just by an increase in the
length of the polymer chains. Even if the two studied systems, PS
and PIB, behave very differently, neither agrees with the earlier
proposed correlation. This failure of the correlation for the two
polymers can be related either to the definition of fQ used or the

fragility itself. fQ might include contributions from several relaxation processes which are not related to the structural relaxation
and thus the fragility. The fragility may be more complex for
polymers than for some other glass-formers and might include
some “polymer specific” contributions;14,42 the applicability of
the fragility concept to polymers itself was recently questioned in
ref 43.
Recently, it has been proposed26 that a secondary (e.g., β)
relaxation might strongly influence the measured values of the R
parameter. The absolute values of fQ can indeed be affected not
only by the structural relaxation but also by any other relaxation process entering the spectral window which would lead to a
smaller fQ. In the case of PS, however, mechanical relaxation and
dielectric spectroscopy data have shown that the β relaxation is
similar for all molecular weights.38,44 In other words, even if the R
parameter is affected by the β relaxation, the effect would be the
same for all molecular weights, consistent with a constant fQ for
PS samples of different molecular weights. However, the fragility
of PS increases strongly with molecular weight, but this is not
reflected in the parameter R. PIB shows very weak β relaxation16
in dielectric spectroscopy, and we therefore do not expect it to
have an impact on the R values. Yet the R parameter changes
significantly with Mw in PIB, while fragility shows only weak
variations. Thus, the proposed explanation based on the role of
secondary relaxation(s) cannot consistently describe all the data.
A separate question is whether the Q range of our studies can
still be considered to be in the long wavelength regime. In the case
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Figure 4. Inverse nonergodicity factor versus temperature (a and c) and temperature scaled by the respective glass transition temperatures of each
sample, T/Tg (b and d), for different molecular weights of polyisobutylene (upper) and polystyrene (lower). The fits include the point of zero
temperature, where fQ is equal to one by definition, and exclude the points at Tg and higher temperatures where the data already start to bend over as
reported in ref 24. Because of very small values of the inverse nonergodicity factor and uncertainties, no large differences can be seen for PS between the
plots against T and T/Tg, even considering the very large change in Tg with molecular weight.

Figure 5. R parameter versus chain length N for PS and PIB, extracted
from the previous figures at low temperature. Lines are guides for the eyes.

of PIB, S(Q) displays its main peak around 11 nm-1,41 which is
quite far from the Q value used in our measurements, 2 nm-1.
In PS, S(Q) shows two peaks in this wave vector range,31 the first
appearing around 5 nm-1. This peak corresponds to the interchain distance and changes slightly with molecular weight. The
second peak, associated with phenyl rings, appears around 13 nm-1

Figure 6. The R parameter versus the isobaric fragility mP for different
molecular liquids and for the PIB and PS samples at different molecular
weights. Crosses represent R calculated from IXS data in other studies.
Red symbols for polystyrene (triangle) and polyisobutylene (circle)
correspond to R values calculated from the compressibilities of high
molecular weight polymers from ref 23. The arrows indicate the direction from shorter chains to longer chains. The straight lines shows the
result of the relationship R = (135 ( 10)mP from ref 22.

Article

and is independent of molecular weight. Thus, the Q range chosen
for fQ may not be so far from the peak in S(Q) in the case of PS.
However, the good agreement between the speed of sound
estimated at the wave vector Q of IXS and that estimated by
light scattering suggests that the IXS data are not affected by the
close proximity to the diffraction peak.
Let us now consider the other parameter of interest: fragility.
We already stressed in ref 24 that the choice of the isobaric
fragility (calculated at constant pressure) should be addressed.
Hence, the first question is whether the isochoric fragility mF11,45
(calculated at constant volume) should rather be used to try to
correlate with R, as it has been previously introduced.46 For PS,
the variation of mF with molecular weight was estimated by combining thermodynamic data and ratios from ref 47. It changes by
40%, from 62 to 105 for PS 13 000 to 90 000 g mol-1, while the
change in mP was only 25%, from 120 to 160 over the same
molecular weight range. The correlation with mF would therefore
be even worse than that with mP in these cases. Thus, decomposing fragility in terms of temperature and density contribution
does not seem to affect our conclusions.
The impact of the connectivity of the polymer chain on the
dynamics and on the fragility is important14,43,48 and may explain
the usually much higher fragility of polymers when compared to
molecular liquids. However, many other parameters that usually
correlate with fragility in small molecules (e.g., the R parameter)
are less affected by the connectivity, at least for PS. We emphasize
that a similar breakdown of correlations in the case of PS is
known for (i) correlations between fragility and the ratio of the
bulk to shear modulus,19 (ii) correlations between the jump in
specific heat at Tg and fragility,49,50 and (iii) breakdown of the
Adams-Gibbs relation between thermodynamic measurements
and the temperature variations of structural relaxation times.51
All these results suggest that there may indeed be some “polymer
specific” contributions to fragility that does not show up in other
properties (e.g., the nonergodicity parameter, Poisson ratio, jump
in specific heat at Tg, etc.). This contribution to fragility remains
unknown and is most probably related to intramolecular degrees
of freedom, contribution of intramolecular energy barriers, or
some other polymer specific properties.
Conclusions
With the aim to test possible correlations between properties of
the glass (taken as a snapshot of the liquid, frozen at Tg) and
properties of the liquid such as fragility, we have performed IXS
experiments on polymers with different chain lengths. We specifically chose PS and PIB because these polymers exhibit opposite
behaviors of many parameters (e.g., fragility, density at Tg) with
molecular weight. Our results clearly demonstrate that the earlier
proposed correlation between fragility and the R parameter does
not hold in these systems. PS and PIB exhibit very different
molecular weight dependence of the R parameter, but none shows
the suggested correlation to fragility. We emphasize that this
failure cannot be explained by the existence of the β-relaxation
because the latter is essentially molecular weight independent for
PS and is extremely weak in PIB.
It seems that the attempt to generalize the “fragilitynonergodicity” relationship from molecular liquids to polymers
might be conceptually incorrect. In our opinion, this is because
the chain connectivity and contributions of intramolecular degrees of freedom add extra contributions to the fragility of polymers. Therefore, it might even be that any correlation of properties of the glass with the fragility established for small molecules
might not be applicable to polymers.
This underlines once more the importance of the chain connectivity on the structural relaxation in polymeric systems, as
had been discussed recently.48 From our study it becomes also
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obvious that the ingredients to fragility have to be understood
better in general and in particular for polymers.
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